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Abstract—In this letter, an optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system based on a single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD) receiver is presented. SPAD detectors do not require a transimpedance amplifier as they operate in the Geiger mode. This poses challenges on detecting continuous data carrying signals. However, in this letter, we show that OFDM signals can indeed be detected, and the bit error ratio performances of both DC-biased optical OFDM and asymmetrically clipped optical OFDM are investigated. The investigations are carried out in the absence of background light. The results are compared with those of standard optical OFDM with conventional photodiode receivers. The SPAD-based OFDM system shows superior power efficiency over the state-of-the-art counterpart, and it can reach receiver sensitivities that are comparable with existing radio frequency systems.

Index Terms—Visible light communication (VLC), Li-Fi, photon counting receiver, single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD).

I. INTRODUCTION

CURRENT visible light communication (VLC) systems are mainly realized by high speed light emitting diodes (LEDs) as transmitters and photodiodes (PDs) as receivers. To date, a wireless VLC system using a single LED can achieve speeds greater than 3 Gb/s [1]. However, the incoherent light output of the LED means that information can only be encoded in the intensity level. As a consequence, only real-valued and positive signals can be used for data modulation. This is in contrast to radio frequency (RF) systems which make use of complex valued and bi-polar signals. Therefore, data modulation in VLC system is accomplished by using intensity modulation (IM) and direct detection (DD) system. On-off keying (OOK), pulse position modulation (PPM) and pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) are some of the common modulation schemes used in conjunction with IM/DD transmission [2].

For high-speed data transmission, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is applied in order to get closer to the channel capacity by employing adaptive bit and power loading. Standard OFDM used in RF communications has to be adapted to realise IM/DD systems [3]. Optical OFDM (O-OFDM) needs to produce real-valued symbols. This can be achieved by imposing Hermitian symmetry on the information frame before the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) operation during the signal generation phase. This comes at the expense of half of the spectral efficiency. Various O-OFDM modulation schemes have been realized in VLC such as DC-biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM), asymmetrically clipped optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM), unipolar OFDM (U-OFDM) and non-DC-biased OFDM (NDC-OFDM) [4]–[6].

In general, VLC systems make use of conventional PDs, such as positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) diodes and avalanche photo diodes (APDs). However, for low power and long distance transmission, these PDs may not yield satisfactory performance results as the transimpedance amplifier (TIA) significantly reduces the sensitivity of the receiver. In this letter, single-photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) are considered as detector devices for O-OFDM systems. The SPAD detector does not require a TIA, and, thus, the output signal is not distorted by thermal noise in the same way as in PDs. This is one reason for the higher sensitivity of a SPAD detector. When the VLC system is applied in long distance transmission, such as in a gas well downhole monitoring system [7] and data transmission over plastic optical fibres (POF) [8], the number of photons reaching the receivers are typically significantly smaller than in short-distance communication links, and the signal is buried in noise. In these scenarios, and when compared with conventional PDs, a SPAD-based receiver is expected to be most suitable. A SPAD receiver can only detect one photon within a device specific dead time which constraints the ability to recover a signal. In addition, since the output of the detector is a photon count value, there is a maximum number of photons that the system can detect. This limits the maximum tolerable optical irradiance which results in a receiver clipping distortion. This letter investigates the performance of the SPAD-based OFDM system over long-distance optical links in the absence of background light.

The rest of this letter is organized as follows. The system model of the OFDM system with an SPAD array receiver is described in Section II. Section III reports results arising from the comparison with the PD-based OFDMs system followed by a discussion. Finally, Section IV concludes this letter.

II. PRINCIPLES OF OFDM WITH SPAD

A. Optical OFDM Modulation and Demodulation

Fig. 1 illustrates the system model of OFDM with SPAD receivers. The transmitter part is the same as in OFDM systems with PD receivers [9]. The input bit stream is transformed into complex symbols, \(X(n)\), by a \(M\)-QAM modulator, where \(M\) is the constellation size. The symbols are allocated on to \(N\) subcarriers, \(X(k), k = 0, \cdots, N - 1\).
In OFDM, $N$ denotes the size of IFFT/FFT, where $N$ is set to 2048 in this letter. Two state-of-the-art techniques, DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM, are considered to obtain positive and real-valued OFDM symbols [9], [10]. In DCO-OFDM, $N/2 - 1$ symbols in $X(n)$, $n = 1, \ldots, N/2 - 1$, are put into the first half of subcarriers and the DC subcarrier (the first subcarrier) is set to zero. In ACO-OFDM, $N/4$ QAM symbols in $X(n)$, $n = 1, \ldots, N/4$, are mapped on to half of the odd subcarriers of the OFDM frame, $X(k)$, $k = 1, 3, 5, \ldots, N/2 - 1$. At the same time, the even subcarriers are set to zero. In both ACO-OFDM and DCO-OFDM, Hermitian symmetry is applied to the rest of the OFDM frame in order to obtain real-valued symbols through the IFFT block. Since LED transmitters can only send unipolar signals, the real-valued symbols through the IFFT block are antisymmetric, clipped unipolar symbols are obtained by setting the negative part to zero. In the simulation, after being clipped, the OFDM frame is simply clipped by:

$$B_{DC} = \alpha \sqrt{\text{E}[x^2(k)]},$$

where $x(k)$ is the OFDM symbol frame vector, and $10 \log_{10}(\alpha^2 + 1)$ is defined as the bias level in dB. The bias level in the current simulations is set to 7 dB and 13 dB, which are adopted from [9] for consistency. After the DC-bias, the OFDM frame is simply clipped by:

$$x_{\text{clipped}}(k) = \begin{cases} x_{\text{biased}}(k), & x_{\text{biased}}(k) \geq 0, \\ 0, & x_{\text{biased}}(k) < 0, \end{cases}$$

where $x_{\text{biased}}(k)$ is the DC-biased symbol which is calculated as $x_{\text{biased}}(k) = x(k) + B_{DC}$. The clipped unipolar symbol is denoted by $x_{\text{clipped}}(k)$. In ACO-OFDM, since symbols are antisymmetric, clipped unipolar symbols are obtained by setting the negative part to zero. In the simulation, after being transformed into an optical intensity signal, the clipped signal is transmitted by a LED.

In this letter, we focus on the performance comparison between SPAD and PD over a long distance and in the absence of background light, and thus optical signals are assumed to pass through a flat fading channel and to be distorted by shot noise and/or thermal noise. The thermal noise is dominant in the case of PD receivers while the shot noise caused by the received signal and the detector’s dark current are the major noise contributors in a SPAD receiver. Assuming that there is no other distortion effect during the transmission, the recovered signal, $x'(k)$, can be scaled to the original clipped signal, $x_{\text{clipped}}(k)$. The recovered OFDM symbols from the SPAD or the PD are passed through a FFT operation. In DCO-OFDM, $N/2 - 1$ symbols are obtained from the corresponding subcarriers to constitute a QAM symbol frame, $X'(n)$. In ACO-OFDM, $N/4$ symbols are obtained. The detected QAM symbols are then decoded by using an estimator in order to obtain the output bit stream.

### B. SPAD Receiver

A SPAD device is an APD in the ‘Geiger’ mode which emits a very large current by receiving a single photon and thus can essentially be modelled as a single photon counter. The photodetection process of an ideal photon counter can thus can essentially be modelled using Poisson statistics which describe the shot noise effect ([11] and references therein).

In this letter, we consider an array of SPADs [12] which outputs the superposition of the photon counts from the individual SPADs. In order to generate received O-OFDM samples, the output of the SPAD array is counted over a short-time average period, $T_{ST}$, at time instances $t_k = kT_s$ of the received optical signal $x(t)$. These photon counts are denoted by $v(k)$ as shown in Fig. 1. Note that $T_s$ which denotes the sampling period of the time-domain OFDM signal at the transmitter is assumed to be much larger than $T_{ST}$.

The photon detection rate of SPADs is typically limited by a number of practical constraints such as the SPAD dead time. In fact, each individual SPAD in the array can only receive one photon during the dead time, $\tau_d$. Thus, the maximum number of counted photons in $T_{ST}$ is,

$$v_{\text{max}} \leq \frac{N_{\text{SPAD}}T_{ST}}{\tau_d},$$

where $N_{\text{SPAD}}$ is the number of SPAD devices in the array. If the number of incoming photons is more than $v_{\text{max}}$, the number of counted photons will be clipped which causes a receiving clipping distortion problem. In this letter, however, we assume that the short-time average period, $T_{ST}$, is much longer than the dead time. Thus the photon counts at the output...
TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The wavelength of the received light $\lambda_L$</td>
<td>450 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The PDE of the SPAD $C_{PDE}$ [12]</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The DCR of the SPAD $N_{DCR}$ [12]</td>
<td>7.27 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The dead time of the SPAD $\tau_d$ [12]</td>
<td>13.5 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of SPADs in an array $N_{SPAD}$ [12]</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The responsivity of the PD</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input referred noise of the PD</td>
<td>16 pA/\sqrt{Hz}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance of an OFDM system employing either a SPAD receiver as described in Section II or a standard PD receiver as used in [9] is investigated. The LED transmitter emits blue light with a wavelength distribution centered around 450 nm. We consider a SPAD array of size $N_{SPAD} = 1024$ as introduced in [12]. In the PD-based OFDM system, a high speed PIN receiver, New Focus 1601FS-AC, is used. The PD receiver has been used and tested in [1]. Since there is no background light, the thermal noise is the main noise component at the PD receiver. The parameters which are applied in the simulation are given in Table I.

III. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

The performance of DCO-OFDM for 4, 16, 64 and 256-QAM with 7 dB and 13 dB DC-bias are compared in this figure. For DCO-OFDM with lower constellation sizes (4, 16-QAM), the 7 dB DC-bias system requires less optical irradiance than the 13 dB system. For 64-QAM and 256-QAM, clipping distortions create an error floor in DCO-OFDM with 7 dB DC-bias. Thus for higher constellation sizes, a higher DC-bias may need to be applied in DCO-OFDM.

Fig. 3 shows the BER performance of the SPAD-based ACO-OFDM system. The transmission speed is also set to 1 kbits/s. Modulation schemes are 4, 16, 64, 256 and 1024-QAM. Compared with DCO-OFDM, ACO-OFDM requires less energy as expected. As shown in Fig. 3, the 4-QAM SPAD-based ACO-OFDM system is able to demodulate the signal by receiving only $-107$ dBm optical power to at a BER of $10^{-3}$. For 4-QAM DCO-OFDM with 7 dB DC-bias, the optical power required at the SPAD receiver is approximately $-100$ dBm. The higher power efficiency of ACO-OFDM comes at the expense of approximately half spectral efficiency.

B. Comparison Between SPAD and PD

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the simulation results of the performance comparison between the SPAD-based OFDM
Fig. 4. Spectral efficiencies for a BER of $10^{-3}$ and transmission speed of 1 kbits/s versus optical irradiance.

Fig. 5. Spectral efficiencies for a BER of $10^{-3}$ and transmission speed of 1 Mbits/s versus optical irradiance.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this letter, an O-OFDM system with a SPAD receiver is presented and compared with state-of-the-art PD-receiver based O-OFDM systems. When the transmission power and speed are low, in the region of 1 kbit/s, the SPAD-based OFDM system has significantly better performance than the PD-based OFDM system. However, when the transmission speed is 1 Mbits/s, the SPAD-based DCO-OFDM system with 13 dB DC bias still enhances the sensitivity by a staggering 30.5 dB over the PD-based DCO-OFDM system. The higher receiver sensitivity means that the SPAD-based OFDM system can be used in long distance transmissions, or in non-line of sight optical wireless communications, in the uplink when illumination is not essential, or when lights are almost completely dimmed. Note, the reported sensitivities are in the range of those known from standard RF systems.
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